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Did You Know? The Beginning of ‘High Holidays’
World Famous Israeli
Wedding Designer

Pnina Tornai, born in Israel, is arguably the
most successful wedding dress designer in
the world. Tornai’s gowns are the top seller
at Kleinfeld Bridal in New York, and feature
on TLC's reality television show ‘Say Yes to
the Dress’ that airs in over 145 countries.
Tornai dreamed of being an actress, so upon
graduating with Israel's mandatory military
service, she moved to Paris to pursue her
acting career. There she married and had
her son David.
After her time in Paris, Tornai returned to
Israel where she opened a small store in Tel
Aviv. With only one seamstress to help her,
they began creating evening gowns. She
began making wedding dresses in 1992,
when a woman asked her to replicate a
dress in Tornai’s shop window. Tornai
accepted the challenge, and when the
woman got married, the photo of their
wedding made the front page of an Israeli
newspaper. When other brides-to-be saw
the picture, they came to Tornai asking if
she could replicate the dress, which then
launched her career. Her creations are now
sold around the world.

Thank you so much for taking the time to join us. I love this time of year; the sun starts to have
some warmth, it’s not dark when I leave in the morning, and things seem so much more positive. In
Israel, it is nearly Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, the beginning of the ‘High Holidays’. Rosh
Hashanah is more than just a New Year’s celebration though; it is the birthday of the universe.
News articles flooding into my computer recently all seem very excited about the US’s formal
withdrawing of funding from UNRWA. There has been much speculation about the possible
effects of this, ranging from the dissolution of UNRWA and the UN finally dealing with the refugee
issue, through to various escalations of violence, increased hardship of the refugees, and ultimately
a rapid decline in world stability. Whatever the outcome – and I pray that it will be the former –
several ideas have been highlighted in my mind. Firstly, many around the world are shaking their
heads at the sheer size of the refugee issue. While there is much questioning of the supposed figure
of 5 million, the fact remains that there are vast numbers of people involved. Such numbers cannot
simply be moved from place to place and expected to fit comfortably. Even in pondering this
myself, I quickly make the mistake of thinking about the enormous numbers, forgetting that each
‘number’ is a person, a fellow human being. Secondly, I look at the staggering number of people
who have already moved to Israel. Aside even from the 750,000 or so that were evicted from the
surrounding Arab countries in 1948, there has been literally millions of people who have moved to
Israel to make a new life, many of whom were effectively refugees. Many of ‘olim’ are now brought
into absorption centres where they are looked after, taught the language (Hebrew), the culture,
and the skills they will need, before being assisted in settling into their new lives. They have made
Aliyah, they have returned to the place of their ancestors, the place God gave them.
Please take a look at the Israel70
project information. This project has
been many months in the planning
and, as the date of the showcase
event looms near; we are so looking
forward to standing together with
pro-Israel groups from across New
Zealand in support of Israel. We are
earnestly hoping to be able to
present to representatives of Keren
Hayesod not only funding to
sponsor many more Jewish people –
many of whose lives are in real
danger – to make Aliyah to Israel,
but also to convey a powerful
message of support. We pray that the representatives of Keren Hayesod will be able to return to
Israel in October knowing that in New Zealand, on the furthest side of the world, there are people
who stand in support of Israel.
Please take a look at the Israel70 project and if you would like to contribute to this special appeal or
would like to buy tickets to the showcase event please contact the office, we’d love to hear from
you. Information regarding Israel70 is on the next page, or go to our website: www.c4israel.org.
Thank you so much for joining with us in support of Israel, may you be richly blessed for blessing His
people.
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Fundraising for Aliyah
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Israel70: Celebrating 70 Years
of Israel’s Independence

ISRAEL

In partnership with Keren Hayesod

About Israel70 - New Zealand has had a long relationship
with the State of Israel. In 1917, allied forces led by the now
famous ANZACs captured the town of Beersheba, Israel, in an
offensive that ultimately saw the end of the Ottoman Empire
and paved the way for the rebirth of the State of Israel. On the
11th of May 1949, New Zealand was one of thirty seven
countries that voted to formally admit the new State of Israel
into the United Nations.
The Israel70 project has developed as an opportunity for New
Zealand and our South Pacific communities to once again stand
with Israel and celebrate the anniversary of its independence.

Aliyah Sponsorship - The Israel70 project is a joint effort by
many of New Zealand’s pro-Israel groups, also involving
representatives of the Pacific Islands and the Jewish
community. The first part of the project is a fundraising,
seeking sponsorship of Aliyah. The cost of sponsoring one olim
including their paperwork, packing, transportation, flight to
Israel, and the full first year absorption programme is
approximately $5500 NZD.
Individuals and groups are committing to sponsor all or part of
this cost; all donations go directly to Aliyah via our partners
Keren Hayesod. (Israel70 is not a registered charity in NZ).

Israel70 Showcase Event - The elite event begins with a
formal opening powhiri at 5:15pm. Guests will then be invited
to join the Israel70 organising committee of combined Israel
supporting groups, and the visiting dignitaries for a cocktail
function featuring an exhibition of Israeli technology and
innovation. Following the cocktail function, guests will be
asked to take their seats in the Cole Theatre for the special
event including performances and addresses from dignitaries.
The evening will conclude with the short but very special
auction, of several magnificent items brought all the way from
Israel especially for the occasion. Special guests include His
Excellency Dr Itzhak Gerberg, Israel’s Ambassador to New
Zealand; the Israeli Deputy Chief of Mission, Mrs Kasa Bainesay
Harbour; The Honourable Alfred Ngaro, Leader of the

It is an occasion to recognise Israel’s remarkable achievements
and the contributions it has made to the world in just 70 years.
Recognising that there are many Jewish people in great hardship
around that world, it is also a chance to support those who
want to make Aliyah to return to the ancient promised land.
In partnership with Keren Hayesod, this project has been
undertaken by a committee of combined Israel-friendly groups
from throughout New Zealand and the Pacific. Whilst mostly
Christian organisations, this work has also been in association
with the Jewish community in New Zealand, and members of
other local ethnic communities.

Showcase Event
Sunday 7 October - 5.15pm
Waipuna Hotel & Conference Centre
58 Waipuna Rd, Mt Wellington, Auckland

$130 - admission for ONE guest to the Israel70 powhiri,
cocktail func on, showcase event and auc on
Dress code: Formal

A endance by Ticket Only

Parliamentary Friends of Israel group; Mr Shmulik Fried from
Keren Hayesod in Israel; and the Samoan Head of State.
The evening will feature performances by Jubilee Dance
Ministries, NZ Baritone David Griffiths, NZ Singer & Recording
Artist Anna Hawkins, and more.
The evening is a private, non – political event and full security will be provided to ensure that
our guests will be able to freely enjoy the programme.

For further information, to make a donation for Aliyah, or for
tickets to this unique event, please contact:

Israel 70
c/- Christians for Israel New Zealand
Ph: 09 525 7564
Email: info@c4israel.org.nz
Tickets can also be purchased online www.c4israel.org.nz
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Courtesy of Isreality

Youth Perspective

10 Questions for Rabbi Jacobs
Rabbi Vanki Jacobs is probably one of the
youngest Rabbis in Europe. He was born in the
Netherlands but left for Israel at a young age
for his training to become a Rabbi. These days
he is active in The Netherlands as a student
Rabbi, and he also maintains a lot of contact
with Christians. The team at Isreality asked him
ten questions to learn more about him and
about Judaism.

How many times a day do you pray?
“I pray three times a day in the direction of
Jerusalem. The Jewish tradition teaches that
the patriarchs of the Jewish people also
prayed three times a day. Abraham
introduced the morning prayer,
Isaac the afternoon prayer and
Jacob the evening prayer.”

What do you do on Shabbat?
“The Shabbat begins on Friday night at
sunset. In the winter this might be around
4pm and in the summer it might not be until
9pm. On Friday night we first go to the
synagogue for a short service of about half an
hour. After that we have a meal with family
at home. The synagogue service on Saturday
morning takes a little longer, usual from 9am
to 11.30am. That’s when we read from the
Torah and the prophets. Saturday afternoon
we spend with family again. Because we
don’t use any electrical appliances on the
Shabbat, such as televisions or smartphones,

Why don’t you live in
Israel?

How do you feel about
Christians trying to convert
you to Jesus?

What does the bible mean to you?
“In the Torah, the first five books of the Bible,
we find an answer to all the questions in our
lives. It's a manual for our daily life. So it’s
very important. The Torah is always relevant,
even for the Dutch society, which is based on
Biblical values.”

Do you fear anti-Semitism?
“I don’t fear getting beat up as an individual.
But as a Jewish community we do need to
stay alert. There’s a reason why there are
guards at my daughter’s school. Another
danger is that we have a society that is
intolerant towards minorities. A long time
ago everyone had to submit to the superior
church, but now it’s the opposite: it seems
that everyone has to submit to a secular way
of thinking. When you do not,
you’re marked as naive or stupid.
In this way there is less and less
room and understanding for
religion. That's oppressive.”

What do you do as a
rabbi?

“Good question. It’s very special
that the Jews are returning to
Israel. But not everyone wants to
move to Israel. As a rabbi, I have
the responsibility to take care of
those people spiritually. I can take
care of myself, but I would leave
them on their own. That’s not my
mission. Physically I’m here, but my
heart is in Israel of course.”

“I have no problem at all with what
Christians believe. It would be nice
if Christians felt the same towards
us. In Judaism we’re not familiar
with the need to convert others. We don't
believe that one is better than the other.
Someone may be different, but not better.
Look, you can see the world as a car factory.
One person makes the engine and another
makes the wheels for example. If everyone
working on the wheels starts in-volving
themselves with the engine, the car will never
get finished. It’s that way with our beliefs.
We have to work together on our mission
from God. It’s better to focus on
strengthening your own identity, than forcing
yourself on others.”

but there are things that surpass our
understanding. When something happens
you don’t understand, it’s good to realise that
it’s not possible to understand everything.”

you can fully focus on each other. The
Shabbat is also a day to work on your spiritual
development. On weekdays you work on
your material development, but the Shabbat
is all about your connection with God.”

Do you look forward to the coming
of the Messiah?
“Yes. We all know people who are sick or
have other problems. In the world we see war
and misery. When the Messiah comes, those
things will no longer be. Then we’ll know real
peace, real health and we’ll live together in
genuine unity. That’s absolutely something to
look forward to.”

Why do you wear a kippah?
“By wearing it I acknowledge a higher Power.
My brain is located right under my kippah. As
people we often think that our brain can
explain everything. But our mind is limited.
Of course you should think things through,

“A rabbi is different from a
minister. A minister has a strong
pastoral function, while a rabbi is
an attorney first of all. From that
legal knowledge you also provide
pastoral care. People don’t ask
what I think of something when
they come to me, but they want
to know what the Jewish
tradition says about it. I work as a
student rabbi and maintain a lot
of contacts with Jewish students.
When a student is Jewish, but
doesn’t know a lot about it, then
they come to me. In addition, I
maintain close contact with nonJewish students who want to know the Jewish
perspective on relevant matters.”

What message would you like to
give to Christian young people?
“In Judaism we say: the world is depending on
you. Everyone should feel that he or she can
make a difference. If you see a problem, you
should be the one to solve it. Otherwise you
wouldn't have seen it. Do not think: ‘someone
else will do it’. Especially when you’re young
and energetic, you have a great responsibility.
Remember that just one person can change
the world. I speak on behalf of the entire
Jewish community when I say that we are
thankful for the heartfelt support of Christians
for Israel and Christians in general to the
Jewish people. And so my message is this:
continue this cooperation. Take responsibility.
It’s a miracle that Jews and Christians get
along. Let’s maintain this miracle.”
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JOURNEY TO ISRAEL 2019

supported by

With Optional Extension to Jordan/Eilat

9 March - 23 March 2019
(PLUS OPTIONAL JORDAN/EILAT EXTENSION TILL 27 March 2019)
Escorted by Bryce and Eleanor Turner, and
Graham Simpson of Christians For Israel New Zealand
Christians for Israel NZ, supported by Rhema Media, are
pleased to offer you the opportunity to join us on our
next study tour to the Holy Land. Previous tours have
surpassed all expectations with many finding it just too
difficult to name a highlight, as there were highlights
every day. You have the incredible opportunity to travel
the land where Jesus lived and walked. Explore biblical
history and layers of civilization, the ancient to the
modern, escorted by our experienced tour leaders and
a fantastic Jewish guide with a profound knowledge of
the Bible. The trip of a lifetime – come join us!

Graham

HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR 15 DAY VISIT INCLUDE:
Visit Jesus’ hometown of Nazareth
Ÿ Take a boat ride on the Sea of Galilee
Ÿ An opportunity to get baptised in the River Jordan
Ÿ Float in the Dead Sea, the lowest place on earth
Ÿ Ascend the mountain of Masada in the Judean Desert
Ÿ Explore the Old City of Jerusalem and walk in the
footsteps of Jesus
Ÿ Walk through the tunnels under The Western Wall
Ÿ Celebrate Communion at the Garden Tomb
Ÿ

Bryce

HIGHLIGHTS OF JORDAN/EILAT
OPTIONAL EXTENSION INCLUDE:
Ÿ Enter the Red Rock City of Petra
Ÿ Explore red desert of Wadi Ram
Ÿ Visit Tabernacle in the Wilderness
For further information and a
detailed itinerary, contact:
Olive Tree Travel
Toll free NZ: 0800 874 867
Email: steven@olivetreetravel.com.au
Or visit www.c4israel.org.nz

FREE - Subscribe to Israel & Christians Today
newspaper and ReflectioNZ newsletter!
Complete the form below and post or email to subscribe to our
newspaper or newsletter. Please indicate below if you would like to
be a Volunteer Distributor to hand out 5 or 10 newspapers and
newsletters to friends and family within your church and community.
YOUR DETAILS (please tick):
Ÿ Subscribe to Israel & Christians Today Newspaper
Preferred Format:
Post o
Email
I would like to be a Volunteer Distributor
Number of Copies:
Ÿ

Subscribe to ReflectioNZ Newsletter
Preferred Format:
Post o

Email

o
o
o
o
o

As printing and postage are some of our biggest expenses, please
consider if the emailed version would suit you - especially the
ReflectioNZ newsletter. Thank you.
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www.c4israel.org.nz
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